NOTE: During the opening part of the game, you and your sister will feature but when you are young kids.

You will be required to give her a name, as well as yourself. So keep an eye out for those two specific scenes.

**Evening arrival in Sunshine Bay**

**Reuniting with your sister at the airport**

- You look amazing +1 Sis Point / You look hot -2 Sis Points

**Arriving at the Bed and Breakfast**

- It’s stunning +1 Sis Point / It’s okay -1 Sis Point

**Your hotel room**

- Be funny +1 Sis Point
In the kitchen

- Check out her ass -1 Sis Point / Don’t do it +1 Sis Point

Before bedtime

- Knock on the door
  - Don’t enter +1 Sis Point

WEEK 1 - DAY 1

Breakfast with Sis

- Act confused +1 Sis

Meeting Victoria

- You wouldn’t believe me +1 Vicky Point
- Another time +1 Vicky Point
- Mind-blowing +1 Vicky Point

Meeting Ivy and Lily (The Twins)

- I’m not convinced +1 Twins Point
- Their necklaces +1 Twins Point
In the office

- Mention the “all women” issue +1 Sis Point
- Figure it out +2 Sis Points

Meeting Cousin

- Understand her +1 Cousin

At the beach with Sis and Cousin

- Be honest +1 Cousin

Chatting with Ashley

- Act interested +1 Ashley Point / Act disinterested -1 Ashley Point

Talk with Cousin

- Shake her hand +1 Cousin Point / Kiss her -1 Cousin Point
Riding the scooter into town with Sis

- It was horrible or Never Again -1 Sis Point / It was okay +1 Sis Point

Dinner at the burger joint with Sis

- Other careers
  - You're right or They're crazy -1 Sis Point / You're perfect +1 Sis Point

- About “Her Cousin”
  - I got lucky +1 Sis Point

Riding the scooter back to the hotel

- NFW -2 Sis Point

WEEK 1 - DAY 2

Meeting Ashley at her home

- About her glasses
  - Compliment her +1 Ashley Point

- It sure is +1 Ashley Point
• Kiss her back +1 Ashley Point

Meeting Cousin near the beach

*This is a mini-game. You have to choose these three answers in this order below to get +3 Cousin Points

*These points will be allocated after your meditation session with Cousin has ended.

• Close her eyes
  • Breathe naturally
  • Maintain focus

• Hold her hands -1 Cousin Point / Don't do it +1 Cousin Point

• Hug her +1 Cousin Point

Meeting Victoria at her food truck

*This is a mini-game. You have to choose these three answers in this order below to get +3 Vicky Points

*These points will be allocated after Victoria assesses your finished taco.

• Cheese
  • Toppings
  • Veggies

• Say nothing +1 Vicky Point
• Ask about the burlesque house +1 Vicky Point
• Make her laugh +1 Vicky Point

**Meeting The Twins at their office**

• Ask for more details +1 Twins Point

*This is a mini-game. You have to choose these three answers in this order below to get +3 Twins Points

*These points will be allocated after your meeting with the Twins.
  • Design and Styling
    • Marketing and promotion
    • Post-event analysis

**Reconciling things with Sis in the office**

• Pass the message +1 Sis Point

**Painting with Sis**

• Told you so -1 Sis Point / Act concerned +1 Sis Point
Meeting Yuki

- I'm keen +1 Yuki Point
- Flirt with Yuki +1 Yuki Point

Watching the sunset with Sis

- Put your arm around her +1 Sis Point

Disagreement with Sis

- Nonchalant answer -1 Sis Point

Video chat with Nicole

- Lie to her (choose this to get a sexy pose of Nicole)

WEEK 1 - DAY 3

Your Sis returns home

- Be Angry -1 Sis Point / Act concerned +1 Sis Point

Discussion with your Sis
• I told you so -1 Sis Point / Calm response +1 Sis Point

**In the Kitchen with Victoria**

• Kiss her on the cheek +1 Vicky Point
• Talk about her date -1 Vicky Point / Don’t mention it +1 Vicky Point
• Don’t look +1 Vicky Point / Look up at Vicky
• Look up at Vicky
  • Stop Looking +1 Vicky Point / Keep looking -2 Vicky Points
• Ask her +2 Vicky Points

**Phone call with Cousin**

• The Church / Cousin’s house

*If you go to THE CHURCH first, you will miss out on some Cousin and Trisha points.

You can extra gain points with a new character (Kristina) that you will meet at The Church.

Retrieving the toolbox for your Sister here will be made easier if you choose this option first.

However, retrieving some documents for Trisha will be made more difficult if you go to Cousin’s House second.

Plus you will potentially miss out on a Trisha “Bonus scene” later tonight if you go to The Church first.
If you go to COUSIN’S HOUSE first, you will miss out on some points with a new character (Kristina) at The Church.

You can gain extra points with Cousin and Trisha by choosing this option first.

Your task in one of the next scenes (to retrieve some documents for Trisha) will be much easier if you go to Cousin’s House first.

However, retrieving the toolbox for your Sister at The Church will be made more difficult later.

You will have the chance to view a Trisha “Bonus scene” later tonight if you go to Cousin’s House first and also get the documents from the Old Man’s house. You will have one more task to achieve at the shopping mall as well.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Church (if you go here before Cousin’s House)

Meeting Kristina outside the front of the Church

*NOTE: You will get +3 Kristina Points simply for choosing to see her first and being on time.

- Your role / Outside of the church

“Your role”
- Check her out -1 Kristina Point / Answer her +1 Kristina Point

- Answer her
  - No, I’m not +1 Kristina Point / Sure I am -1 Kristina Point

**Inside the Minister’s office**

- Behind the picture frame / Check the desk drawer / Under the pot plant

*NOTE:* Once you choose “Check the desk drawer”, that option will change to “Check the desk drawer again”.

Select that option to locate the door key.

- Copy the photo

*Secret photo:* You will also view a secret photo. Choose “Copy the photo” if you want to pick up some extra Kristina points in the next update.

**Inside the Secret Room**

- 6969
  - Open it +1 Kristina Point / Don’t open it

*NOTE:* If you choose “Open it”, then you will have the option to view a special Kristina “solo scene” later that night.
You will also gain another +3 **Kristina Points** before you leave the church for choosing this option.

*Kristina will give you her contact details - her character bio and number will now be in your tablet menu.*

**Cousin’s House (if you go here after The Church)**

*NOTE:* You will automatically lose **-1 Cousin Point** for showing up late.

*Cousin will give you Trisha’s business card - her character bio and number will now be in your tablet menu.*

**At the Old Man’s house with Cousin (Backyard)**

*Retrieve the documents and beat the mini-game before you’re caught by the old man or his guard dog!*

If the timer hits 60 seconds, you lose the game!

- Don’t risk it **-3 Cousin Points** and **-3 Trisha Points** / Risk it (You will attempt to retrieve the documents)

*If you choose “Don’t risk it”, then you automatically fail the mini-game and lose valuable points!*

- Behind the tree (**no loss of time**) / Stay against the wall **+15 Seconds Added**
• Run for the house +15 Seconds Added / Throw the toy at the dog (no loss of time)

**Inside the Old Man’s house (Living Room)**

• Section #1 +15 Seconds Added
  *This is also a clue for how to distract the dog and save some time. Make sure to “Go to the kitchen” and then “In the freezer” if you need more time.

**The “Go to the kitchen” option below will become available once you try to leave the house, only if you choose Section #1 in this scene.

• Section #2 +15 Seconds Added
• Section #3 - Documents are here (no loss of time)
• Section #4 +15 Seconds Added

• Head outside / **Go to the kitchen (This will only available if you chose “Section #1 when looking for the documents)

• Go to the kitchen
  • In the freezer
    • Feed dog (select this to NOT have +15 Seconds Added to the timer)

**Cousin distracts the old man**

*NOTE: If you chose this order for the Yoga session with Cousin during Day 2, then she will help you to escape.
(Correct order: CLOSE YOUR EYES > BREATHE NATURALLY > MAINTAIN FOCUS)

If you chose the WRONG order for the Yoga session with Cousin during Day 2, then **+15 Seconds Added** will be added to the timer.

**Getting passed the guard dog (Backyard)**

- Run for it **+15 Seconds Added** / Feed dog (**no loss of time**)

  NOTE: “Feed dog” will only appear as an option here, if you chose to “Go to the kitchen” to get the T-bone “In the freezer”.

*If you win the mini-game, you will gain **+5 Cousin Points** and a bonus scene with her.

*If you lose the mini-game, you will lose **-3 Cousin Points** and **-3 Trisha Points**

---

**Cousin’s House (if you go here before The Church)**

- Yes I am **+2 Trisha Points**
• Shake her hand -1 Trisha Point / Kiss her on the cheek +1 Trisha Point / Say Goodbye -1 Trisha Point

*Trisha will give you a business card - her character bio and number will now be in your tablet menu.

*NOTE: You will be automatically be given +3 Cousin Points for showing up on time.

At the Old Man’s house with Cousin (Backyard)

*Retrieve the documents and beat the mini-game before you’re caught by the old man or his guard dog!

If the timer hits 60 seconds, you lose the game!

• Run for the house +15 Seconds Added / Throw the toy at the dog (no loss of time)

Inside the Old Man’s house (Living Room)

• Section #1 +15 Seconds Added
• Section #2 +15 Seconds Added
• Section #3 - Documents are here (no loss of time)
• Section #4 +15 Seconds Added

Cousin distracts the old man

*NOTE: If you chose this order for the Yoga session with Cousin during Day 2, then she will help you to escape.

(Correct order: CLOSE YOUR EYES > BREATHE NATURALLY > MAINTAIN FOCUS)
If you chose the WRONG order for the Yoga session with Cousin during Day 2, then **+15 Seconds Added** will be added to the timer.

*If you win the mini-game, you will gain **+5 Cousin Points** and unlock bonus fantasy scene featuring Cousin, later that night.

*If you lose the mini-game, you will lose **-3 Cousin Points** and **-3 Trisha Points**

### The Church (if you go here after Cousin’s House)

#### Meeting Kristina outside the front of the Church

*NOTE: You will lose **-3 Kristina Points** simply for choosing to see her second and for being late.

### Inside the Minister’s office

- Behind the picture frame / Check the desk drawer / Under the pot plant

*NOTE: Once you choose “Check the desk drawer”, that option will change to “Check the desk drawer again”.

Select that option to locate the door key.

- Steal the photo
Inside the Secret Room

- 6969
- Open it +1 Kristina Point / Don’t open it

*NOTE: If you choose “Open it”, then you will have the option to view a special Kristina “solo scene” later that night

You will also gain another +3 Kristina Points before you leave the church for choosing this option.

*Kristina will give you her contact details - her character bio and number will now be in your tablet menu.

Phone a friend (on the bridge)

*NOTE: Your tablet “Call” menu will come up with Yuki and Ashley as your two options.

You can only choose one girl here, so choose wisely as you can gain points with either of them.

*If you went to Cousin’s House first and spoke with Trisha, and you also succeeded in getting the documents for her,

then you will need to call Ashley (instead of Yuki) for a chance to obtain a special “Bonus Scene” with Trisha later tonight.
Do all this correctly and Trisha will join you and Ashley at the shopping mall in one of the next scenes.

If you didn’t do all of these things, then you will only go with Ashley to the shopping mall if you call her.

Phone call with Ashley

*NOTE: You will automatically get +2 Ashley Points simply for calling her instead of Yuki.

- Ask her +2 Ashley Points

Shopping with Ashley

- I’d rather not -3 Ashley Points / What do you need

*NOTE: Choosing “I’d rather not” will end the clothes store scene. Selecting “What do you need” means it will continue.

- What do you need
  - Brassiere +2 Ashley Points / Stockings +2 Ashley Points / Panties +2 Ashley Points

Ashley takes you back to the hotel
• I need to know now -1 Ashley Point / Sounds good +1 Ashley Point
• Shake her hand -1 Ashley Point / Kiss her on the cheek +1 Ashley Point / Say Goodbye -1 Ashley Point

*Shopping scene with Ashley & Trisha*

*NOTE:* For Trisha to join you and Ashley at the shopping mall, you need to have:

- visited Cousin’s House before The Church, and
- got the documents from the Old Man’s house (or won the mini-game)

*On this path, there will be a special “flashback” sex scene for you to view.

**Phone call with Ashley**

*NOTE:* You will automatically get +2 Ashley Points simply for calling her instead of Yuki.

• Ask her +2 Ashley Points

**Shopping with Ashley & Trisha**
• Ashley +3 Ashley Points/-2 Trisha Points / Trisha +3 Trisha Points/-2 Ashley Points

*If you choose “Ashley”, then she will do something special for you on Day 4
*However, if you choose “Trisha”, she will slip you a piece of paper with a web address on it.
This will be used for the “Bonus Scene” later tonight.

**Ashley takes you back to the hotel**

• I need to know now -1 Ashley Point / Sounds good +1 Ashley Points
• Shake her hand -1 Ashley Point / Kiss her on the cheek +1 Ashley Point / Say Goodbye -1 Ashley Point

---

**Shopping with Yuki**

*NOTE: You will automatically get +2 Yuki Points simply for calling her instead of Ashley.*

• Agree +2 Yuki Points / I’ll think about it +1 Yuki Point
• Very nice / Something else
*NOTE: Choosing “Very nice” will end the clothes store scene. Selecting “Something else” means it will continue.

- Something else
  - It works +2 Yuki Points

**Yuki takes you back to the hotel**

- Hug her +1 Yuki Point / Kiss her on the cheek +2 Yuki Points

**Discussion with Sis in the kitchen**

- Hug her +1 Sis Point / Kiss her on the cheek +2 Sis Points

**The Twins arrive to see the Events Hall**

- Lily +1 Twins Point
- It has potential +1 Twins Point

- I’m in +2 Twins Points/ -2 Sis Points / I'll think about it +1 Sis Point

**Dinner with your Sis**
• It was great +1 Sis Point / Best dish +2 Sis points
• Ivy +1 Twins Point / Lily +1 Twins Point / Both equally +2 Twins Points
• Leave the room -1 Sis Point / Kiss her on the cheek +2 Sis points

**Playing “Guess that person” with your Sister**

• Take a guess +2 Sis Points / Ask a question +3 Sis Points

*NOTE: If you choose “Take a guess”, you’ll lose the game, but you will get to view a special “flashback” scene plus gain a couple of “Sis Points”.

If you choose “Ask a question”, you’ll win the game and three Sis points.

**Checking on your Sister (her bedroom)**

• Check on her +2 Sis Points

**Trisha’s online page (*Bonus Scene)**

*NOTE: To view this bonus scene you need to have:

- gone to Cousin’s House first, before The Church
- taken the documents from the old man’s house, and
- chosen Trisha (instead of Ashley) during the lingerie scene at the clothes store.
• Just one more minute \textbf{+2 Trisha Points}

\underline{Fantasy dream sequence}

*\textbf{NOTE}: During this scene, you can choose from up to four girls to view a fantasy scene while you're asleep.

Kristina will only be an option here if you chose “Open it” when you found the toolbox at The Church.

• Sis \textbf{+2 Friend Points} / Ashley \textbf{+2 Friend Points} / Cousin \textbf{+2 Friend Points} / Kristina \textbf{+2 Friend Points}

\underline{In bed with your Sister}

• Cuddle her tighter \textbf{+2 Sis Points}

\underline{WEEK 2 – START OF THE WEEK}

\underline{Phone call with Kristina}

• Make a deal \textbf{+5 Kristina Points}

*\textbf{NOTE}: You will have a night out with Kristina in another update. Choosing “Refuse her deal” means that you will not have a night out with Kristina.
Surfing with Cousin

- No, that will do -5 Cousin Points / Sure let’s do it

*NOTE: Choosing “No, that will do” also means that you will not continue surfing with Cousin.

- Sure lets do it
  - Cocky answer -2 Cousin Points / Confident answer +3 Cousin Points

- Right foot -5 Cousin Points / Left foot +5 Cousin Points / Take a guess -5 Cousin Points

Talking with Cousin on the beach

- About about her friend
  - Ask about Sis / Social activities

- Kiss her on the cheek +2 Cousin Points

In the kitchen with Sis

- You sure did +2 Sis Points

*NOTE: If you chose “I’ll think about it” when you spoke with Lily in the events room the day before, then you will gain an extra +2 Sis Points here
Seeing Victoria at the kitchenware store

- Do nothing -1 Vicky Point / Kiss her on the cheek +2 Vicky Points
- I’d love to +2 Vicky Point

**NOTE:** If you went shopping with Ashley the day before, you will call her after you see Vicky and then go to Ashley’s house.

However, if you went shopping with Yuki the day before, you will call her after you see Vicky.

Yuki won’t be at home until later in the update and you will see her then. You will start to return to the hotel, but run into Ashley on your way back.

At Ashley’s house (in the shower)

*This is a mini-game. You have to choose these three answers in the order below to get +5 Ashley Points*

*These points will be allocated if you get Ashley’s shower-head to start working properly again.

*If you choose any incorrect options at any time during the mini-game, you will lose -2 Ashley Points

If you choose “Give up” at anytime during the mini-game, you will lose -5 Ashley Points

- O-shape
- Tape it up
• Tighten all the way

*If you fixed the shower-head, then Ashley will kiss you before you leave her house.

**In the physio room with Sis and Jazmin**

• Be sarcastic -2 Jazmin Points / Be appreciative +2 Jazmin Points

**NOTE:** If you went to Ashley's house earlier that day, then these options will come up

• Reassure her +2 Sis Point / Tell her to trust you -2 Sis Point

**You and Sis get ready for your night out with The Twins**

• You look stunning +2 Sis Point / It's a bit much -2 Sis Point

**Pre-wedding function with The Twins**

• Compliment her +1 Sis Point

• Ivy/Lily
  • I'll keep that in mind +5 Twins Points / I'm not interested -5 Twins Points
Dancing with Sis

- Stare at her hips +2 Sis Points
- Say nothing +2 Sis Points / Speak up -2 Sis Points
- Encourage her +2 Sis Points

Back to the hotel with Sis

- Remain still +2 Sis Points
- Sounds good +2 Sis Points
- Look down -2 Sis Points

WEEK 2 – MIDDLE OF THE WEEK

Cousin arrives at the hotel

- You look great +2 Cousin Points
- Lighthouse Hotel +2 Cousin Points
- Driver’s License or Passport
  - Ask for a passport or Ask for a driver's license +2 Cousin Points
- 10 a.m. +2 Cousin Points
- Wi-fi +2 Cousin Points
- Step in +2 Cousin Points
Showing Kristina the hotel events hall

- Hug her +2 Kristina Points / Kiss her or Do nothing -2 Kristina Points

NOTE: If you chose to “Copy the photo” of Father David with the two girls, then you will get another +2 Kristina Points

- Use your imagination +2 Kristina Points

Visiting Yuki at her house

NOTE: This scene will only be available if you went shopping with Yuki for a swimsuit.

*If you choose “I can’t stay”, then you will not see get to see Yuki’s seaplane and will continue on to the scene after.

- Go with her +2 Yuki Points / I can’t stay -5 Yuki Points

- Go with her
  - No, not at all +2 Yuki Points

- Kindly refuse -2 Yuki Points / Give it a go
  
  *If you choose “Kindly refuse”, the seaplane scene will come to an end.

- Give it a go
  - I’m fine +2 Yuki Points
• Place your hand hers +2 Yuki Points

**Running into Ashley during your walk**

**NOTE:** This scene will only happen if you visited Yuki’s house.

**Talking with Sis outside the hotel entrance**

**NOTE:** These options will only come up if you visited Yuki’s house and saw Ashley during your walk.

• Reassure her +2 Sis Points / Tell her to trust you -2 Sis Points

**Video chat with Nicole**

• Don’t agree / Accept her decision

*IMPORTANT: If you choose “Don’t agree”, then you will NOT be able to date or sleep with any of the other female characters in the game.

You will purely be playing the game to continue your relationship with Nicole, and to help sis get the hotel to be a success by the end of the summer.

If you choose “Accept her decision”, then you will be free to date or sleep with any of the other female characters in the game.
This may harm your chances of still being in a relationship with Nicole after the end of the summer, but heighten your chances of being in a relationship with one or more girls before the game ends. It will purely down to the choices you make from this scene onwards that will determine who you end up with.

**Date night with Victoria**

- The restaurant / The hotel / The future
- I've got this +3 Vicky Points
- Offer to walk her home +3 Vicky Points

*If you “Don’t offer” to walk Vicky home, then you will return to the hotel.

**Walking Victoria home**

- Do it +2 Vicky Points / Don’t do it -2 Vicky Points
- Decline -3 Vicky Points / Accept +3 Vicky Points

*If you choose “Decline”, then you will return to the hotel. If you choose “Accept”, then you will enter Vicky’s home.

**NOTE:** What happens between you and Vicky after you enter her home will be shown later in the update ;)

If you chose to continue your relationship with Nicole during your video chat with her (Don’t agree), then you will automatically say goodnight to Victoria.

She will not invite you into her home.
Returning to the hotel, phone call from Lily

- I believe we can +2 Sis Points

Inside Vicky’s bedroom

NOTE: For those who chose to enter Vicky’s home (Accept), you will get to see what happened in that scene here.

- Slow down / Keep going

*If you choose “Slow down”, the scene will replay from a certain point.

Once you choose “Keep going”, then you will get to choose a couple of sex position options:

- Reverse Cowgirl / Doggystyle
- Continue / Try something else

*Once you choose “Continue”, you will move on to the final part of the sex scene with Vicky.

If you choose “Try something else”, then you will change to the other sex position with Vicky. You can keep choosing this option as many times as you like.

- Continue
  - Finish outside / Cum inside her
Maximum points available for each girl by the end of this update:

**Points after v0.3** *(In brackets is the maximum points you can gain in this update for each character)*

Sis: 54 (21)  
Ashley: 19 (5)  
Cousin: 38 (22)  
Victoria: 29 (15)  
Yuki: 18 (8)  
Twins: 17 (5)  
Jazmin: 2 (2)  
Trisha: 8 (0)  
Kristina: 20 (11)